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Abstract. Text summarization aims to generate a single, concise repre-
sentation for documents. For Web applications, documents related to an
event retrieved by search engines usually describe several event phases
implicitly, making it difficult for existing approaches to identify, extract
and summarize these phases. In this paper, we aim to mine and sum-
marize event phases automatically from a stream of news data on the
Web. We model the semantic relations of news via a graph model called
Temporal Content Coherence Graph. A structural clustering algorithm
EPCluster is designed to separate news articles corresponding to event
phases. After that, we calculate the relevance of news articles based on a
vertex-reinforced random walk algorithm and generate event phase sum-
maries in a relevance maximum optimization framework. Experiments
on news datasets illustrate the effectiveness of our approach.

Keywords: Event phase summarization · Structural clustering ·
Vertex-reinforced random walk

1 Introduction

The information overload on the Web motivates the automatic generation of
event summaries from documents [1–4] which aims to generate a single, concrete
representation of the event. The accuracy and conciseness of summaries are
essential for Web applications, such as Web search, news recommendations, etc.

It can be noticed that, existing approaches model an event as one unit and
generate a single summary, paying little attention to the fact that there exist sev-
eral phases in long-span, complicated events. Take the case Egypt Revolution as
an example. Major phases include Protests against Hosni Mubarak, Egypt under
the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces, Egypt under President Mohamed
Morsi, June 2013 Protests against President Morsi, etc1. More recently, the
task of timeline generation produces a series of correlated component summaries,

1 See background info at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian Revolution of
2011.
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ordered by time [5,6]. However, the entries in a timeline are simply arranged in
a sequence, lacking a more structured representation of event phases.

To facilitate deeper analysis on these events, the task we aim to solve in this
paper is: how to automatically extract event phases from a news collection and
generate event phase summaries. It is interesting for several reasons: (i) it groups
news articles describing each phase together, instead of considering content sim-
ilarity only; (ii) it helps readers achieve a better understanding of complicated
events by event phase summaries; and (iii) it potentially improves the perfor-
mance of other tasks such as timeline generation.

To solve the problem, we employ a “divide-and-conquer” method to generate
summaries individually after identifying event phases. Because these phases are
implicitly expressed in the form of natural language text, we first define two
semantic relations (i.e., content coherence and temporal influence) in a news
collection via a graph model called Temporal Content Coherence Graph (TCCG).
A structural clustering algorithm EPCluster is designed to extract event phases
based on TCCG, in which each phase is represented by a subset of news articles.

For new articles related to a single phase, we design a ranking algorithm
based on vertex-reinforced random walk process to calculate the relevance scores
of news articles. Based on previous research [6], we model an event phase sum-
mary as top-k news headlines and their publication time, and employ a greedy,
approximate optimization algorithm to select the corresponding news articles.

In summary, this paper makes the following major contributions:

– We propose and formalize the event phase extraction and summarization prob-
lem. A graphical structure TCCG is proposed to model the content coherence
and temporal influence relations among news articles.

– A structural clustering algorithm EPCluster is designed to group news arti-
cles related to the same event phase. We introduce a relevance optimization
framework to select top-k news articles to generate event phase summaries.

– We conduct extensive experiments and a case study on news datasets to illus-
trate the effectiveness of our approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related
work. We define the event phase extraction and summarization problem formally
in Sect. 3. Details of the proposed algorithms are described in Sects. 4 and 5.
Experiments are presented in Sect. 6. We conclude our paper and discuss the
future work in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

Given a collection of news articles regarding the same event, various approaches
have been proposed to provide users a more concrete representation of the event.
Most of the approaches can be classified into two categories: Multi-Document
Summarization (MDS) and Timeline Generation (TG). In this section, we pro-
vide an overview of research on these fields.
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MDS is a technique of extracting the most salient information from a doc-
ument collection and transferring it into a brief and informative sentence col-
lection. This problem has been addressed using various paradigms, categorized
into two types: extraction-based and abstraction-based. Extraction-based meth-
ods assign importance scores to sentences or paragraphs and extract ones with
highest scores. Score assignment can be determined by using heuristic and NLP
rules, and considering semantic relationships between textual units [1]. There
are also some machine learning models for this task. Conroy and O’Leary [2]
employ an HMM model to tag important textual units as summaries. More
recently, He et al. [3] introduce a sparse coding approach to model each sentence
in documents as a linear combination of summary sentence. Additionally, graph-
based methods are efficient to rank sentences in documents, such as LexRank [7],
cluster-based link analysis [8], etc. Abstraction-based methods utilize the nat-
ural language generation technique to create a summary that is closest to the
corresponding human-generated summary. In Qian and Liu’s work [4], smaller
units such as words and phrases are used in the generation process, resulting in
more informative summaries.

TG is another research effort to summarize evolutionary news articles by
generating component summaries along the timeline. Timelines can also be
generated by applying MDS on news articles on each individual date. How-
ever, the constraints among temporal components are not modeled in the above
approaches [5]. For example, Yan et al. [5] model the trans-temporal character-
istics among these component summaries by temporal projection. The headlines
of news articles are more informative than the contents, which are exploited by
Tran et al. [6] to generate timelines directly via influence-based random walk.
Ng et al. [9] construct timelines and incorporate them into an MDS system. It
shows that the usage of timelines can improve the performance of MDS.

In summary, both MDS and TG provide concrete information for readers.
However, for long-span events, it is necessary to decompose the events into more
fine-grained event phases. The identification and summarization of event phases
can provide a research foundation for deeper analysis and better understanding
of complicated events in the future.

3 Problem Formulation

In this section, we introduce some key concepts used in this paper, formally
defining the problem of event phase extraction and summarization.

A news article di is a triple, represented as di = (hi, ti, si) where hi, ti and
si denote the headline, the publication time and the sentence collection of text
contents. A news collection is a set of news articles D = {di} where di is a news
article. In classical aging theory, the life cycle of an event is modeled as four
stages: birth, growth, decay and death [10]. However, in a real-life, complicated
event, it is difficult to capture the characteristics of the event using only four
stages. To overcome this problem, we regard an event as a collection of several
event phases. We first introduce the concept of event phase summary as follows:
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Definition 1. Event Phase Summary. An event phase summary P is a collec-
tion of k news headline and publication time pairs, denoted as P = {(hi, ti)}k

i=1.

Event phases, however, are unknown before the summarization process, and
thus need to be identified beforehand. The task of event phase extraction and
summarization is defined as follows:

Definition 2. Event Phase Extraction and Summarization. Given a news col-
lection D and a positive integer k, the goal is to generate a collection of
N event phases P = {Pj}N

j=1 where Pj is an event phase summary, i.e.,
Pj = {(hi, ti)}k

i=1.

Based on the definition, the number of phases N is not pre-defined for an
event. Therefore, given a news collection regarding any event, we can produce
multiple summaries as a more fine-grained event representation.2

4 Event Phase Extraction

In this section, we present our approach for event phase extraction in detail. The
high-level framework is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The major challenge is to determine how to measure the degree that two news
articles report the same event phase so that they can be grouped into the same
cluster. Here, we consider two key factors in terms of content space and time
by defining two semantic relations between news articles. Next, the collection of
news articles is mapped into a graph representation TCCG which captures the
local semantic relations among these articles. A structural clustering algorithm
EPCluster separates news articles into candidate event phases by partitioning
TCCG into several subgraphs after noise removal. To achieve higher accuracy, we
add an additional postprocessing step to filter out clusters that are not related to
event phases via a logistic regression classifier. In the following, we will present
details of the proposed approach.

4.1 Semantic Relations Between News Articles

Relations have been extensively employed to model the semantic connections
between entities. However, little has been done to define relations between news
articles. In this paper, we study the characteristics of news articles, and introduce
two relations, namely content coherence and temporal influence.

Content Coherence. If two news articles are related to the same event phase,
they are not necessarily similar in content due to difference in reported aspects
and writing styles. Different from traditional measures such as VSM with TF-
IDF weights (which suffers from curse of dimensionality), we define the content
2 One issue that needs to be discussed here is that because our dataset is relatively

large and there are over k news articles in each cluster regarding an event phase, we
set a uniform parameter k for all the event phases. We can also modify the definition
such that k varies for different event phases without changing our algorithm.
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Fig. 1. General framework of event phase extraction.

coherence relation considering both topic level and entity level similarity. We
calculate the strength of the relation by a content coherence score, denoted as
wc(di, dj) ∈ [0, 1].

Based on the previous research, it is found that in a stream of news articles,
there is a change in distribution of topics over time called topic drift [11]. We
regard it as a signal for identifying the change in event phases. To learn the
topics, we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a well-established topic
model for documents [12]. For each news article di ∈ D, LDA associates it with
a topic distribution vector θi. For two articles di and dj , the difference between
topic distributions are captured by Jansen-Shannon divergence, defined as:

DJS(θi‖θj) =
DKL(θi‖θ) + DKL(θj‖θ)

2
(1)

where θ = θi+θj

2 is the average topic distribution of di and dj , and DKL(θi‖θj)
is the KL divergence between θi and θj . We set n = 2 in the base of logarithm
for KL divergence to ensure DJS(θi‖θj) ∈ [0, 1].

Another observation is that, entities (e.g. people, locations and organizations)
play a vital role in news reports. If an event goes through different phases,
the statistics about these entities are likely to change. Due to the unstructured
nature of texts, noisy, incorrect or unnormalized entities will be extracted if we
directly apply NER techniques. Instead, we utilize our NERank algorithm [13]
to extract key entities in the news collection D, denoted as ED. Let ci be an
|ED|-dimensional count vector of entity collection ED in news article di. The
entity level similarity between di and dj is calculated by Tanimoto coefficient:

TC(ci , cj ) =
cT
i · cj

||ci ||2 + ||cj ||2 − cT
i · cj

(2)

Therefore, the content coherence score between di and dj is defined as follows:

wc(di, dj) = α · (1 − DJS(θi‖θj)) + β · TC(ci , cj ) (3)
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where α and β are tuning parameters that control the strength of entity level
and topic level similarity measures. We require α, β ∈ [0, 1] and α + β = 1.
For simplicity, we set α = β = 1

2 in this paper and leave automatic learning for
future research.

Temporal Influence. Content coherence alone is not sufficient because it does
not capture the temporal dynamics of news. Consider the previous example of
Egypt Revolution. There were news articles published in 2011 and 2012 regarding
the street protests in Tahrir Square, Cairo. However, although similar in topics
and entities, they were in fact related to different event phases, i.e., protests
against Hosni Mubarak and the military government, respectively.

The temporal influence relation models to the phenomenon that if publication
time of di and dj are close, they are likely to report the same event phase and
vice versa. Here, we define the temporal influence score wt(di, dj) to reflect the
strength of the relation by mapping the publication time gap between di and
dj into a different space using kernel density estimation. Given di and dj , the
publication time gap is calculated by Δti,j = |ti − tj |. We employ the Hamming
(cosine) kernel Γ (·) [14] to map Δti,j to a real number in [0, 1]:

Γ (Δti,j) =
{

1
2 (1 + cos(Δti,j ·π

σ )) (Δti,j ≤ σ)
0 (Δti,j > σ)

(4)

where σ is a parameter that controls the spread of kernel curves. If Δti,j > σ, it
assumes that there is no direct temporal influence between di and dj . Therefore,
the temporal influence score is wt(di, dj) = Γ (Δti,j).3

4.2 EPCluster : A Structural News Clustering Algorithm

With the semantic relations between two news articles properly defined, we now
present the EPCluster in detail, which is a structural algorithm based on TCCG.

TCCG. A first issue to be considered is that given two relation strength scores
wc(di, dj) and wt(di, dj), how we can determine there is a strong semantic rela-
tion between di and dj . In this paper, we introduce two parameters μ1 and
μ2 where μ1, μ2 ∈ (0, 1). We say di and dj are directly semantic related iff
wc(di, dj) > μ1 and wt(di, dj) > μ2. In this way, news articles in D can be inter-
connected and form an undirected graph. See the example in Fig. 1(b). Here, we
formally define the concept of TCCG as follows:

Definition 3. Temporal Content Coherence Graph. A Temporal Content
Coherence Graph w.r.t. parameters μ1 and μ2 and news collection D is an undi-
rected graph GD = (V,E) such that:

3 In the implementation, we set one day as a time slot and compute wt(·) based on
publication date difference. See Fig. 1(a) and (b).
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– V is the set of nodes where each node vi ∈ V represents a news article di ∈ D;
– E is the set of undirected edges where (vi, vj) ∈ E iff wc(di, dj) > μ1 and

wt(di, dj) > μ2.4

EPCluster Algorithm. Structural clustering has been extensively exploited to
summarize and analyze various types of networks [15]. Based on the definition of
TCCG, we can extend structural clustering techniques for news clustering. The
high-level procedure of EPCluster is illustrated in Algorithm1.

While traditional structural clustering algorithm SCAN [15] requires two
parameters, EPCluster takes three parameters as input, namely μ1, μ2 and
MinPts, where μ1 and μ2 are similarity thresholds, which are employed to con-
struct the TCCG given the news article collection D. MinPts is the minimum
number of objects within μ1 and μ2 similarity of an object. Here, we first define
the concept of (μ1, μ2)-neighborhood:

Definition 4. (μ1, μ2)-Neighborhood. The (μ1, μ2)-neighborhood w.r.t. di is a
node collection N(di) = {dj |(di, dj) ∈ E}.

We can see that dj ∈ N(di) is equivalent of wc(di, dj) > μ1 and wt(di, dj) >
μ2. In EPCluster, the algorithm categorizes news articles into three types: core,
border and noise objects based on (μ1, μ2)-neighborhood, defined as follows:

Definition 5. Core Object. A core object is a news article di ∈ D that satisfies
|N(di)| ≥ MinPts.

Definition 6. Border Object. A border object is a news article di ∈ D that is
not a core point and satisfies di ∈ N(dj) where dj ∈ D is a core object.

Definition 7. Noise Object. A noise object is a news article di ∈ D that is
neither a core object nor a border object.

In the algorithm, with the TCCG constructed, it starts with an object di ∈ D
and retrieves all the neighbors in N(di) (Line 4). If di is a core object, a cluster
C (i.e., a news article subset) is created. After that, the cluster is expanded by
adding the objects in di’s neighborhood to the cluster C. For each dj ∈ N(di),
if it is a core object, the cluster should be expanded by adding dj ’s neighbors
to the cluster (Line 6); otherwise, it is a border object. This process continues
until a complete cluster C is formed. Thus the algorithm repeats to search for
new clusters until all of the objects have been processed. Objects that are not
in any cluster are treated as noise objects and discarded.

Complexity Analysis. In EPCluster, there is a neighborhood query for each
vi ∈ V , of which the complexity is linearly proportional to deg(vi) (the degree
of vi) with an adjacent list implementation. The entire runtime complexity is
O(

∑
vi∈V deg(vi)), which is equivalent of O(|E|). Therefore, EPCluster is an

algorithm of which the complexity is linear in terms of edges.
4 Based on the definition, we can see that each news article di and node vi has a

one-to-one correspondence relationship. In the following, without ambiguity, we will
use di to represent a node and a news article interchangeably.
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Algorithm 1. EPCluster Algorithm
Input: News collection D, parameters μ1, μ2, MinPts.
Output: Cluster collection C.
1: C = ∅, clusterID = 1;
2: for each di ∈ D do
3: if di is not visited then
4: N(di) =SearchNeighbors(di, μ1, μ2);
5: if |N(di)| ≥ MinPts then
6: CclusterID=ExpandCluster(di, μ1, μ2, MinPts);
7: C = C ∪ {CclusterID};
8: clusterID = clusterID + 1;
9: end if

10: end if
11: end for
12: return C;

4.3 Cluster Postprocessing

We notice that a few clusters generated by EPCluster do not necessarily rep-
resent event phases. Instead, they are “small” clusters with similar articles. To
improve the accuracy of event phase extraction, we design a quality assessment
function to filter such clusters. We consider the following four quality metrics:

Article Quantity. For cluster Ci ∈ C, denote N(Ci) = |Ci|
|D| × 100% as the

percentage of articles in that cluster.

Time Interval. For cluster Ci ∈ C, denote (ti1, t
i
2, · · · , ti|Ci|) as the sequence of

publication dates sorted chronologically. Let tiQ1 and tiQ3 be the first and third
quantiles of the empirical temporal distribution. Based on the statistics theory,
we estimate the time interval of Ci as T (Ci) = timax − ti0 where

ti0 = max{ti1, t
i
Q1 − 1.5 · |tiQ3 − tiQ1|} (5)

timax = min{ti|Ci|, t
i
Q3 + 1.5 · |tiQ3 − tiQ1|} (6)

Pairwise Topic Similarity. Articles reported the same phase should be similar
in topic distributions. We define the average pairwise topic similarity as a quality
metric:

ATS(Ci) = 1 − 2
∑

dm,dn∈Ci(m<n) DJS(θm‖θn)

|Ci| · (|Ci| − 1)
(7)

Pairwise Entity Similarity. Similarly, we define the average pairwise entity
similarity as follows:

AES(Ci) =
2
∑

dm,dn∈Ci(m<n) TC(cm , cn)

|Ci| · (|Ci| − 1)
(8)
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For each cluster Ci, we generate a feature vector consisting of four qual-
ity metrics: F (Ci) =< N(Ci), T (Ci), ATS(Ci), AES(Ci) >. A weight vector w
gives different weights for each feature in F (Ci). Therefore, for each cluster Ci,
we define a score function Score(Ci) = w ·F (Ci) to indicate the degree that it is
related to an event phase. To classify the clusters based on the score function, we
construct a logistic regression classifier, with the prediction function as follows:

f(Ci) =
1

1 + e−w ·F (Ci)
(9)

We learn the weight vector w via gradient ascent on a labeled dataset. After
the model f is trained, we can filter out a news cluster Ci if f(Ci) < 0.5. The
rest of the clusters (denoted as C∗) are corresponding to event phases.

5 Event Phase Summarization

In this section, we introduce our steps to generate event phase summaries based
on the previous extraction results. While the relevance between a news article
and an event (represented as keywords e.g. Egypt Revolution) can be easily
estimated by IR techniques, it is challenging to determine which articles are more
relevant to an event phase. In this paper, we design a vertex-reinforced random
walk based approach to calculate the relevance scores. Event phase summaries
can be generated by relevance maximum optimization with constraints.

5.1 News Article Ranking

For each Ci ∈ C∗, we construct a subgraph GCi
= (VCi

, ECi
) out of the TCCG

GD where dj ∈ VCi
iff dj ∈ Ci and (dj , dk) ∈ ECi

iff dj ∈ Ci, dk ∈ Ci and
(dj , dk) ∈ E. Refer to a simle example in Fig. 1(d).

While the standard PageRank algorithm [16] employs a time-homogeneous
random walk process on a graph, it tends to assign high scores to closely con-
nected communities, which is capable of selecting nodes with high centrality. To
generate representative articles that better summarize the event phase, we need
to pay attention to diversity as well. We adopt the vertex-reinforced random walk
process framework [17,18] to balance centrality and diversity in ranking.

In vertex-reinforced random walk process, denote M
(0)
m,n as the prior transi-

tion probability from dm to dn. Nk(n) is the number of visits of random walker
up to the kth iteration. The transition probability from dm to dn in the (k+1)th
iteration is M

(k+1)
m,n ∝ M

(0)
m,nNk(n). Therefore, M

(k+1)
m,n is reinforced by Nk(n).

This results in a “rich-gets-richer” effect on ranking scores in a community.
In our paper, we calculate the relevance scores of news articles by extending

the vertex-reinforced random walk to the subgraph of TCCG. The implementa-
tion is shown in Algorithm2. Denote R0 as a |Ci| × 1 prior ranking vector for
articles in Ci. Without prior knowledge, R0 is set uniformly, i.e., R0 = 1

|Ci|e

where e is a |Ci| × 1 vector with all elements assigned to 1. M
(0)
m,n (the element
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in the mth row and nth column of the prior transition matrix M0) is defined
using the fusion of the two relation strength scores:

M (0)
m,n =

{
1
Z · wc(dm, dn) · wt(dm, dn) (dm, dn) ∈ ECi

0 otherwise
(10)

where Z is a normalization factor and λ is a damping factor, typically set to 0.85.
Let Mn+1 be the transition probability matrix in the (n+1)th iteration, which
is updated according to the ranking values and transition probability matrix in
the previous iteration:

Mn+1 = λTn · Mn + (1 − λ)M0 (11)

where Tn = [RnRn · · ·Rn ] is a |Ci| × |Ci| matrix which is utilized to update
the transition matrix based on the ranking values in the previous iteration. The
update rule for ranking values is defined as:

Rn+1 = λMn+1 · Rn + (1 − λ)R0 (12)

The above iterative formula defines an ergodic random walk process in a
Markov chain. As shown in [18], it also converges to a stationary distribution.
After sufficient large times of iteration N∗, we obtain r(dj) =

∑
dk∈Ci

M
(n)
j,k ·r(dk)

as the relevance score of dj when n > N∗.

Algorithm 2. News Article Ranking Algorithm
Input: News cluster Ci, parameter λ.
Output: Ranking vector R.
1: Compute M based on Ci;
2: R0 = 1

|Ci|e, M0 = M , n = 0;
3: while not converge do
4: Tn = [RnRn · · · Rn ];
5: Mn+1 = λTn · Mn + (1 − λ)M0;
6: Rn+1 = λMn+1 · Rn + (1 − λ)R0;
7: n = n + 1;
8: end while
9: return R = Rn ;

5.2 Event Phase Summary Generation

The final step of our method is to generate an event summary Pi by extracting
headlines and publication time of k selected news articles (denoted as Si). We
formulate the news article selection task as an optimization problem that can
be solved by a greedy, approximate algorithm.

Ideally, the selected news articles must be relevant to the event phase. How-
ever, we notice that the generated summary must not contain redundant infor-
mation. Therefore, we add an additional constraint such that for any two select
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news articles dm and dn, we require wc(dm, dn) ≤ μ1 and wt(dm, dn) ≤ μ2. Here,
we present our News Selection optimization problem:

max
Si⊂Ci

R(Si) =
∑

dj∈Si

r(dj)

subject to |Si| = k (13)
wc(dm, dn) ≤ μ1, wt(dm, dn) ≤ μ2,∀dm, dn ∈ Si

The proposed optimization problem can be seen as a special case of the bud-
geted maximum coverage problem [19], which is proved to be NP-hard. Because
the optimization objective is submodular and monotone, we can employ a greedy
algorithm to solve the problem approximately. Here, we present our approximate
algorithm for News Selection in Algorithm 3. The worst-case approximation ratio
is proved to be 1 − 1

e , as shown by Khuller et al. [19]. It selects a news article
from Si that maximizes that objective function without violating any constraints
at each iteration. When it stops with k news articles selected, we extract the
publication time and headlines in Si as the event phase summary Pi.

Algorithm 3. News Article Selection Algorithm
Input: News cluster Ci, parameter k.
Output: Selected news collection Si.
1: Si = ∅;
2: while Ci �= ∅ and |Si| < k do
3: Select dn = argmaxdn∈Ci

R(Si ∪ {dn}) − R(Si)
subject to wc(dm, dn) ≤ μ1, wt(dm, dn) ≤ μ2, ∀dm ∈ Si;

4: Si = Si ∪ {dn};
5: Ci = Ci \ {dn};
6: end while
7: return Si;

6 Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct experiments on news datasets to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our approaches and compare it with baselines. All the codes are written
in JAVA, and run on a PC with an Intel CPU 2.9 GHz and 16 GB memory.

6.1 Datasets

The news datasets we used in this paper are publicly available from [6], which
contain four English news datasets regarding long-span recent armed conflicts.
The news articles are collected from 24 news agencies (e.g. Associated Press,
Reuters, Guardian, etc.), obtained using the Google search engine. The detailed
statistics are illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of datasets.

Dataset Event #Article Time range

D1 Egypt Revolution 3,869 2011.1.11 - 2013.7.24

D2 Libya War 3,994 2011.2.16 - 2013.7.18

D3 Syria War 4,071 2011.11.17 - 2013.7.26

D4 Yemen Crisis 3,600 2011.1.15 - 2013.7.25

6.2 Evaluation on Event Phase Extraction

Experimental Settings. To our knowledge, there is no prior work regrading
event phase extraction. However, the proposed approach can be seen as an appli-
cation of document clustering. To obtain the ground truth, we employ a pairwise
judgment method introduced in [20]. For each dataset Di, we randomly generate
news article pairs, denoted as Ti = {(dm, dn)}. We ask human annotators to label
whether dm and dn are related to the same event phase. Denote vm,n ∈ {1, 0}
as the human judgment result and v

′
m,n as the clustering result, where 1 and

0 represent the same and different phases, respectively. We use precision, recall
and F1 score as the evaluation metrics, defined as:

Precision(Ti) =
|{(dm, dn) ∈ Ti|vm,n = 1 ∧ v

′
m,n = 1}|

|{(dm, dn) ∈ Ti|v′
m,n = 1}| (14)

Recall(Ti) =
|{(dm, dn) ∈ Ti|vm,n = 1 ∧ v

′
m,n = 1}|

|{(dm, dn) ∈ Ti|vm,n = 1}| (15)

F1 Score(Ti) =
2 · Precision(Ti) · Recall(Ti)
Precision(Ti) + Recall(Ti)

(16)

In total, we have 300 labeled new article pairs for each dataset. We report macro-
average precision, recall and F1 score in the following experiments.

Parameter Tuning. We tune three parameters in EPCluster, namely μ1, μ2

and MinPts. We fix two parameters and vary the remaining one at each time.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be seen that when μ1 = 0.4, μ2 = 0.5
and MinPts = 10, EPCluster achieve the best results.

Method Comparison. While document clustering is a well-studied problem,
we compare our method with classical approaches and the variant of our method,
introduced as follows:

– VSMCluster - KMeans using word features of TF-IDF weights.
– TopicCluster - KMeans using topic distributions based on LDA [12].
– SCAN [15] - structural clustering algorithm for network partitioning.
– EPCluster-C - our EPCluster algorithm without postprocessing.
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Fig. 2. Clustering results of EPCluster under different parameter settings.

In the implementation, because we consider publication time in EPCluster,
we add it as a feature in VSMCluster and TopicCluster to make them comparable
with ours. To compare our method with the state-of-the-art structural clustering
algorithm SCAN [15], we first construct a TCCG and then apply SCAN on the
graph. The results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Experimental results of event phase extraction.

Method VSMCluster TopicCluster SCAN EPCluster-C Our method

Precision 0.35 0.52 0.78 0.81 0.89

Recall 0.74 0.67 0.72 0.79 0.78

F1 score 0.48 0.59 0.75 0.80 0.83

Based on the experimental results, our method outperforms VSMCluster and
TopicCluster because these classical methods rely on distance computation of
high-dimensional vectors. Since these news articles are related to the same event
and thus are similar in content, these methods are not suitable for clustering-
based event phase extraction method. SCAN algorithm has a relative good per-
formance based on TCCG, which indicates that although structural clustering is
originally designed for networks, it can be employed for text analysis as well. The
comparison between EPCluster-C and our method shows that the postprocess-
ing step is effective to improve the performance of event phase extraction.

6.3 Evaluation on Event Phase Summarization

Ground Truth. The ROUGE framework [21] has been extensively used to eval-
uate the effectiveness of document summarization. However, the summaries we
generate are headlines, rather than documents. Tran et al. [6] previously propose
a headline summary evaluation framework based on the relevance of machine-
generated timelines compared with ground truth timelines. In this paper, we
obtain the timeline summaries manually created by professional journalists from
Tran et al. These timeline summaries are served as ground truth to be provided
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to human annotators for the evaluation of our method. The detailed statistics
of ground truth summaries can be found in [6].

Method Comparison. Although there is no prior work addressing the event
phase summarization issue, if we consider the single summary of an event phase,
our task can be regarded as a headline summary generation task. We compare
our method with the following baselines:5

– Tran et al. [6] - the timeline generation method especially for headlines.
– Chieu et al. - [22] a timeline generation method based sentence popularity.
– Our Method (PageRank) - the variant of our approach which adopts simple

PageRank method for relevance calculation.

We also consider the following two benchmark methods:

– Random - selects k news articles randomly.
– Longest - selects top-k longest headlines due to the informativeness.

Fig. 3. Relevance evaluation of event phase summarization.

Experiments and Results. To evaluate these methods, we extract generated
summaries from 106 dates that are appeared in the ground truth summaries. We
present the ground truth and machine-generated summaries to human annota-
tors and ask them to label each headline as relevant or not. We take the average
relevance scores for each method as the evolution metrics. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the results of benchmark approaches are not
as good as others because they lack textual analysis on news articles. Our method
outperforms Chieu et al. and the variant of our method because we pay more
attention to the centrality and diversity nature of summaries. The performance
of Tran et al. is relatively high because they investigate the characteristics of
news headlines and select more informative ones. Our method performs slightly
better than Tran et al. in terms of relevance. The unique advantage of ours is
that we generate multiple summaries for event phases such that it is easier for
readers to track the development phases of long, complicated events.

5 Many other methods focus on timeline generation. However, the summaries we gen-
erates are headlines and dates, making it difficult to compare our method with them.
We will investigate how to modify these algorithms for our task in the future.
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Case Study. We present the event phase summaries of Egypt Revolution pro-
duced by our approach. Due to space limitation, we only present the publication
dates and headlines of two news articles in each event phase. We also manu-
ally add a brief description for each phase, shown in Table 3. It shows that our
approach can identify and summarize fine-grained event phases effectively.

Table 3. Event phase summaries of Egypt Revolution.

Event Phase #1 Protest against Hosni Mubarak

2011.2.2 Egypt protests: Hosni Mubarak to stand down at next election

2011.2.11 Hosni Mubarak resigns and Egypt celebrates a new dawn

Event Phase #2 Egypt under the Rule of Military Power

2011.4.9 Egyptian soldiers attack Tahrir Square protesters

2011.7.10 Protests spread in Egypt as discontent with military rule grows

Event Phase #3 Mohammed Morsi Won Presidential Election

2012.5.23 First round of presidential election

2012.6.24 Election officials declare Morsi the winner

Event Phase #4 Protest against Morsi and Muslim Brotherhood

2013.1.27 Egypt’s Mohammed Morsi declares state of emergency, imposes curfew

2013.1.30 Egypt’s military chief says clashes threaten the state

Event Phase #5 Morsi’s Ousting

2013.7.4 After Morsi’s Ousting, Egypt Swears in New Presiden

2013.7.6 Morsi’s ouster in Egypt sends chill through political Islam

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we formalize the problem of event phase extraction and sum-
marization. We propose a structural clustering algorithm EPCluster based on
TCCG to group news articles into event phases. For each event phase, we extract
top-k news articles by a vertex reinforced random walk based ranking algorithm
and generate summaries by relevance maximum optimization. Experiments show
that our method can solve the problem effectively. In the future, we will focus on
improving the performance of MDS and TG when event phases are considered.
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